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The reaction γp → K+Λ(1520) using photoproduction data from the CLAS g12 experiment at72

Jefferson Lab is studied. The decay of Λ(1520) into two exclusive channels, Σ+π− and Σ−π+,73

is studied from the detected K+, π+, and π− particles. A good agreement is established for the74

Λ(1520) differential cross sections with the previous CLAS measurements. The differential cross75

sections as a function of CM angle are extended to higher photon energies. Newly added are the76

differential cross sections as a function of invariant 4-momentum transfer t, which is the natural77

variable to use for a theoretical model based on a Regge-exchange reaction mechanism. No new N∗78

resonances decaying into the K+Λ(1520) final state are found.79

I. INTRODUCTION80

Resonance structures are the signatures of excited va-81

lence quarks inside the nucleon. These excited reso-82

nances can then decay to a lower energy configuration by83

emitting a quark-antiquark pair. Hadron spectroscopy84

searches for these ground state and excited state baryons85

(qqq), and their decay channels into mesons (qq). The86

main objective is to identify the different quantum states87

(resonances) that come from analysis of their energies,88

widths, and characteristic line profiles. The study of89

baryon spectra is crucial to understanding Quantum90

Chromo-Dynamics (QCD).91

Non-relativistic constituent quark models (NRCQMs)92

[1, 2] can be considered as a naive and solvable approach93

to formulate hadronic wave functions in order to make94

predictions for the properties of baryonic ground states95

and excited states. They are, however, not so accurate96

at higher mass hadron spectra, when compared to ex-97

perimental results [3]. Lattice QCD calculations [4] have98

shown “missing resonances” [5] and other excited states,99

and are able to predict masses in the hadron spectra, but100

the currently available calculations are made at higher101

than physical masses because of the computational cost102

and therefore have limited accuracy. The systematic103

study of different decay channels is critical to the search104

for these missing resonances. Different studies have been105
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carried out at Jefferson Lab. One approach has been106

to measure the strangeness photoproduction into two-107

body final states. Another one has shown the importance108

of three-body final states in order to study higher mass109

missing resonances [6].110

Photoproduction is an important mechanism to deci-111

pher information that identifies the dynamical basis be-112

hind ground state and excited state resonance structure113

formation. This study aims to deliver a better under-114

standing of photoproduction of the hyperon resonance,115

Λ(1520).116

The framework of this paper is the following. Sec-117

tion II presents a brief summary of previous experimen-118

tal and theoretical studies on the photoproduction of the119

Λ(1520) hyperon. Section III introduces the experimen-120

tal set up that provided the data for this study. Sec-121

tion IV outlines the details of the event selection, simu-122

lation, and yield extraction procedures for cross sections123

in Sections IV A, IV B, and IV C. The measured cross124

sections are displayed in Section V. Section VI gives an125

account of the systematic uncertainties for this study.126

The comparison of the results with the theoretical pre-127

dictions are discussed and our conclusions are provided128

in Section VII.129

II. PREVIOUS STUDIES ON Λ(1520)130

The Λ(1520) has been well studied [7]. The Laser Elec-131

tron Photon Experiment at SPring (LEPS) Collaboration132

studied the photoproduction of Λ(1520) and measured133

differential cross sections and photon-beam asymmetries134

with linearly polarized photon beams in the energy range135

1.5 < Eγ < 2.4 GeV at forward angles [8], where the au-136

thors reported a bump structure at W ' 2.11 GeV sug-137

gesting a nucleon resonance or a new reaction process.138

Another photoproduction study [9] for this hyperon by139

mailto:Corresponding author: us810916@ohio.edu
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LEPS with liquid hydrogen and deuterium targets at sim-140

ilar photon energies, showed a reduced production from141

neutrons compared to protons at backward angles.142

A recent study on Λ(1520) photoproduction was com-143

pleted by Moriya et al. [10]. As part of the g11 experi-144

ment, this was done at the CEBAF Large Accepteance145

Spectrometer (CLAS) with an unpolarized real photon146

beam at energies up to 4.0 GeV striking a liquid hydro-147

gen target. They studied all of the three Σπ decay modes,148

measuring the kaon angular distributions, which were flat149

at threshold (W ' 2.0 GeV) and forward peaked at en-150

ergies above the threshold [10]. A comparison of their151

results with results from this study is provided in Sec-152

tion V. Even though Moriya’s result compared well with153

the model predictions of He and Chen [11] and Nam et154

al. [12] for the Λ(1520), our results will extend the cross155

sections to higher photon energies using the g12 experi-156

ment at CLAS, where the current theoretical models of157

Regge exchange are expected to be more accurate [12].158

The photoproduction of Λ(1520) off a proton target159

has been studied theoretically by Nam et al. [12]. The160

authors investigated the Λ(1520)3/2−, or Λ∗, photopro-161

duction in an effective-Lagrangian approach using Born162

terms where they use the Rarita-Schwinger formalism to163

account for the spin-3/2 fermion field. They introduced164

hadron form factors that represent spatial distributions165

for hadrons, and in order to preserve gauge invariance166

of the invariant amplitude, they also include a contact167

term [13]. One of several free parameters in their model,168

the vector-kaon coupling constant gK∗NΛ∗ , has been con-169

strained by data, along with the anomalous magnetic mo-170

ment of the Λ∗, κΛ∗ , for photon energies below 3 GeV.171

Regge theory accounts for the analytic properties of172

scattering as a function of angular momentum. The the-173

ory uses Regge trajectory functions α(s, t), where s and174

t are Mandelstam variables, that can correlate certain se-175

quences of particles or resonances. Regge theory accounts176

for the exchange of entire families of hadrons, with iden-177

tical internal quantum numbers but different spins J . In178

order to extend their model to higher energy, Nam et al.179

[12] have implemented the Regge contributions in Λ∗ pho-180

toproduction by considering mesonic Regge trajectories,181

corresponding to all the meson exchanges with the same182

quantum numbers but different spins in the t channel at183

tree level.184

He and Chen [11] also studied an effective-Lagrangian185

approach model for the Λ(1520), which takes into con-186

sideration the vector meson K∗ exchanged in the t chan-187

nel, which has proven to be significant at high energy188

(11 GeV). Besides the Born terms, the inclusion of the189

contact term and s, u, and K exchanged t channels have190

important contribution at all energies. They report a191

contribution from the nucleon resonance N(2080)3/2−192

in Λ(1520) photoproduction that suggests the need for193

another resonance at a nearby mass. Studies of Λ∗ photo-194

production help to strengthen the idea that the effective-195

Lagrangian approach is a valid theoretical model. Moriya196

et al. [10] compared their cross sections with the model197

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram for the reaction, γp → K+Λ∗,
assuming t-channel dominance. Λ∗ here represents Λ(1520).

calculation from Nam et al. [12] and He et al. [11], and198

concluded that the latter model, because of the addi-199

tional interaction ingredients, had a slightly better agree-200

ment with their data.201

Regge exchange (t-channel) models are expected to be202

more accurate as the beam energy goes above the reso-203

nance region. For W > 3.0 GeV, this is beyond the center204

of mass energy range where individual resonance contri-205

butions (in the s-channel) are significant, and hence the206

g12 data will provide a more stringent test of the model207

of Nam et al. [12].208

A. Λ(1520) Photoproduction209

Photoproduction off a proton can create a K+-meson210

and a Λ∗ resonance, Λ(1520), see Fig. 1, which can decay211

via Σπ channels, e.g., Σ+π−, Σ−π+, and Σ0π0. For the212

two charged decay channels, Σ± gives off a neutron and a213

π±. Both the Σ+ and Σ− branches of the photoproduced214

Λ(1520) have K+, π+, and π− as the detected final state215

particles.216

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP217

A. The CLAS Detector218

The data set used in this analysis of Λ(1520) photo-219

production is taken from the g12 experiment performed220

by the CLAS Collaboration at the Thomas Jefferson Na-221

tional Accelerator Facility (TJNAF). Located in Newport222

News, Virginia, Jefferson Lab houses four experimental223

halls, namely, A, B, C, D, and the Continuous Electron224

Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF). The CLAS detector225

was installed inside the Hall B and was decommissioned226

in 2012.227

The design of the CLAS detector was based on a228

toroidal magnetic field that had the ability to measure229

charged particles with good momentum resolution, pro-230

vide geometrical coverage of charged particles over a large231

laboratory angular range, and keep a magnetic field-free232
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region around the target to allow the use of dynamically233

polarized targets [14]. Six superconducting coils around234

the beamline produced a field in the azimuthal direction.235

Drift chambers (DC) for charged particle trajectories, gas236

Cherenkov counters for electron identification, scintilla-237

tion counters for time-of-flight (TOF), and electromag-238

netic calorimeters (EC) to detect showering electrons,239

photons, and neutrons, were the major components of240

the detector’s particle identification (PID) system [14].241

The accelerated electron beam produced242

bremsstrahlung photons when passed through a243

thin gold radiator. The photon tagger system at CLAS244

used a hodoscope with two scintillator planes (energy245

and timing counters) that enabled photon tagging by246

the detection of energy-degraded electrons, which were247

deflected in the tagger magnetic field [14]. The start248

counter, surrounding the target, recorded the start time249

of the outgoing particles that originated in the target.250

B. g12-Run251

The data set used in this analysis was acquired from252

the CLAS g12 experiment that was performed in the253

summer of 2008. This CLAS experiment was a high-254

luminosity, high-energy, real-photon run. This run used255

an electron beam current of 60-65 nA that produced256

bremsstrahlung photons. The photons continued forward257

towards the 40 cm LH2 (liquid hydrogen) target. The258

photon energy for the run was up to 5.7 GeV. Details259

of the g12 experiment, the running conditions, and the260

formulated standard procedures for the data analysis can261

be found on The g12 Analysis Procedure, Statistics, and262

Systematics document [15].263

IV. DATA ANALYSIS264

For the reaction γp → K+Λ(1520) → K+Σ±π∓, two265

exclusive decay channels, Λ(1520) → Σ±π∓ → nπ±π∓,266

were identified by detecting K+, π+, and π−. The un-267

measured Σ± and n were reconstructed from the missing268

mass (MM) approach.269

A. Event Selection270

1. Photon Selection271

For the g12 experiment, the accelerator delivered elec-272

trons in packets of 2-ns bunches into Hall B, where273

bremsstrahlung photons were then produced. A reaction274

inside the target was triggered by an incident photon. An275

event was recorded when a triggered reaction was associ-276

ated with a specific photon candidate. Since there were277

several potential photon contenders for a recorded event278

due to background sources, it was necessary to determine279

the correct photon that created a specific event.280
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FIG. 2. The photon coincident-time distribution, ∆tcoinc, for
the events with K+, π+, and π− as the detected particles
is shown. The 2-ns bunching of the photon beam is appar-
ent. Events with ∆tcoinc = |tevent − tγ | < 1 ns cut on the
coincidence-time distribution are selected.

In order to find the correct photon, the coincidence281

time, ∆tcoinc, was defined per photon as the difference282

between the Tagger time (tγ) and the Start Counter time283

(tevent) extrapolated to the interaction point,284

∆tcoinc = tevent − tγ . (1)285

The Tagger time, also known as the photon time, is the286

time at which a photon reached at the point of interac-287

tion or the event vertex point, whereas the Start Counter288

time, also known as the event time, is understood as the289

average of the time per track of the particle, when de-290

tected by the Start Counter, at the same vertex point.291

Figure 2 shows a distribution of the coincidence time,292

where multiple photon candidates per event can be seen.293

A photon peak selection cut of ∆tcoinc = |tevent − tγ | <294

1 ns was applied.295296

There can be events with more than one photon with297

|∆tcoinc| < 1 ns. This is known as photon multiplicity298

[15]. A correction factor, γcorr = 1.03, was obtained by299

examining photon multiplicities in both data and simula-300

tion, and was applied in the calculation of the differential301

cross sections.302

2. Particle Identification303

The particle identification (PID) process used the in-304

formation signature left by a particle when it hit a de-305

tector in order to identify that particle. Proper particle306

identification was vital to reduce backgrounds and im-307

prove measurement resolution. The PID information was308

accessed and the data were passed through the skimming309

process where events that included the topologies with310

the final state particles were selected. PID process was311

refined by employing the time-of-flight technique to iden-312

tify particles. The measured time of flight (tmeas) for any313
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FIG. 3. The timing versus momentum distributions used for particle identification for K+, π+, and π− in (a), (b), and (c),
respectively, for the data as a function of the particle’s momentum are shown. Straight cuts of |δt| < 1 ns, along with a ±2.5σ
momentum-dependent timing cut around the centroid of δt in each momentum bin are employed in identifying the particles
coincident with a single photon.

particle produced during an event was compared with the314

calculated time of flight (tcalc) for the known path (dpath)315

for the measured momentum (p) and an assumed mass316

(m). The measured and calculated time of flight informa-317

tion used the measured and calculated β values, βmeas,318

and βcalc, respectively. The βmeas was obtained from319

the CLAS-measured momentum p of a particle during320

the data skimming process, whereas βcalc is a theoretical321

value calculated from that measured momentum and the322

particle’s assumed mass. The time difference (∆t) be-323

tween the measured time (tmeas) and the calculated time324

(tcalc) is given by,325

δt = tmeas −
dpath
c

E

p
=
dpath
c

(
1

βmeas
− 1

βcalc

)
, (2)326

where E =
√
p2 +m2 is the total energy of a particle.327

For the first-order PID, the three detected particles,328

K+, π+, and π−, were selected with a timing cut of329

|δt| < 1 ns. More stringent momentum-dependent timing330

cuts were applied by binning the timing difference distri-331

butions for the charged particles peaking at δt = 0 ns,332

into several momentum bins and then fitting with a Gaus-333

sian function for π± or a Gaussian function over an ex-334

ponential background for K+. The extracted centroid335

and width parameters were used to apply a ±2.5σ tim-336

ing cut for both data and simulations to the original 1-ns337

timing-momentum distribution of the detected particles.338

Figure 3 shows the timing versus momentum distribu-339

tions of the three detected particle after the PID cuts.340

3. Minimum |p|, z-vertex, Fiducial, and Paddle Cuts341

The detection efficiency of low momentum particles342

was not large and not so accurately known. Such par-343

ticles were eliminated by applying minimum momen-344

tum cuts |pK+ | < 0.35 GeV, |pπ+ | < 0.15 GeV, and345

|pπ− | < 0.17 GeV, where |p| represents the magnitude346

of the particle momentum.347

The g12 experiment used a liquid hydrogen (LH2) tar-348

get measuring 40 cm in length and 2 cm in diameter.349

The target was not centered around the CLAS detector,350

z = 0 cm, but was shifted 90 cm upstream in order to in-351

crease the detector acceptance in the forward direction.352

Charged tracks from the target were selected in recon-353

struction by requiring that they came from the z range354

(coordinate along the beamline) from -100 to -70 cm.355

The geometry of the CLAS detector and the presence356

of the toroidal magnetic field could cause inaccurate re-357

construction of particle tracks at the edges of the drift358

chambers, thereby resulting in uncertainties in the de-359

tector efficiency. We introduced fiducial boundaries that360

encompass a well-behaved and predictable acceptance re-361

gion in azimuthal angle, φ, of the detector for each par-362

ticle depending upon its momentum, charge, and polar363

angle, θ. Hence, a standard geometric fiducial cut proce-364

dure [15] was applied for each detected particle in all six365

sectors, both for the data and for the simulation.366

Scintillation counters were used to determine the time367

of flight of charged particles. Counter with very low pho-368

tomultiplier gain resulted in poor timing resolution and369

poor efficiency. These bad paddles were identified and re-370

moved from the data analysis during the event selection371

process [15].372

4. Missing Mass Cuts373

A series of missing mass cuts was applied to isolate and374

filter events corresponding to the two topologies for the375

Λ(1520). In both of its charged decay channels, Λ(1520)376

branches into π+, π−, and n. Since, π+ and π− are the377

detected particles, the missing mass distribution given378

by,379

MM(K+π+π−) =
√

(Pγ + Pp − PK+ − Pπ+ − Pπ−)2,

(3)380

was constructed to select the missing n, where Pγ , Pp,381

PK+ , Pπ+ , and Pπ− are the four-momenta of the incom-382
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FIG. 4. The missing mass distribution used to reconstruct
the missing n is shown. A 0.9 ≤MM(K+ππ)[GeV] ≤ 1.0 cut
to select neutrons is indicated by the dashed lines.
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FIG. 5. Removing K0 → π+π− (Λ(1520) → nK0 channel)
by cutting out events with 0.48 ≤ IM(π+π−)[GeV] ≤ 0.51 as
indicated by the dashed lines.

ing photon, target proton, and the outgoing particles,383

K+, π+, and π−, respectively. The missing n peak can384

be seen in Fig. 4 and the corresponding events with a n385

were selected by making the cuts indicated in the figure.386

A small structure seen at around 0.85 GeV to the left387

of the n peak in Fig. 4 is due to π+ tracks incorrectly re-388

constructed as K+ tracks. Events from the three pion re-389

action, γp→ π+π+π−n, can have one of the π+ misiden-390

tified as a K+. These events form a nearly uniform back-391

ground, and do not contribute to the yield of the Λ(1520)392

as shown below. The side structure at 0.85 GeV relative393

to the n peak is reduced in size by applying more strin-394

gent cuts in the particle identification process.395

It is important to consider the nK0 decay of Λ(1520).396

The K0 can decay to a π+π− pair. Hence, the n-cut397

selected events mentioned earlier can have charged pi-398

ons contribution to the final state particles. In order to399

exclusively look for the Λ(1520) photoproduction from400

the Σ±π∓ channel, events from a possible nK0 channel401

were excluded by removing events in the K0 peak in the402

invariant mass distribution plot for π+π−, given by,403

IM(π+π−) =
√

(Pπ+ + Pπ−)2, (4)404

as seen in Fig. 5.405

After applying the above-mentioned cuts, the analy-406

sis branches into the two exclusive reaction channels for407

the Λ(1520), Λ(1520) → Σ+π− and Λ(1520) → Σ−π+.408

This was done by by plotting the missing mass distri-409

butions, MM(K+π−) and MM(K−π+) for the Σ+ and410

Σ− channels, respectively. Straight cuts were applied to411

select events with Σ+ and Σ− in their respective missing412

mass distributions, as shown in Fig. 6. Even though the413

Σ+ and Σ− event distributions in the data show some414

background, the background will not form a peak at the415

Λ(1520). Some of the background in the data comes416

from generic background processes and reactions, such417

as γp → K∗0Σ+ (K∗0 → K+π−) and γp → π+π+π−n418

(where π+ is misidentified as K+). The latter reaction419

makes a smooth background under the Σ peaks.420

Now the Λ∗ resonances can be seen in the MM(K+)421

distributions for the two channels as shown in Fig. 7.422

The peaks at around 1.40 GeV and 1.52 GeV corre-423

spond to the Λ(1405) and Λ(1520). The smooth peak424

near 1.68 GeV represents the two higher mass resonances425

Λ(1670) and Λ(1690). The analysis of those flavor-octet426

resonances is being carried out and will be the subject of427

a future publication.428

The difference in the strengths of the backgrounds, as429

seen in Fig. 7, is caused by the unequal contributions430

from the K∗0 in the two measured Σπ channels. Figure 8431

shows calculations that include K∗0 background contri-432

butions to the cross sections of the two decay channels433

of the Λ∗ resonances. These calculations represented in434

the figure clarify that the intermediate K∗0 → K+π−435

decay is significantly responsible for introducing more436

background to the data in the Σ+π− decay channel than437

in the Σ−π+ decay channel for the Λ(1520). Therefore,438

these predictions provide an explanation to the contrast-439

ing backgrounds in the two channels, as seen in Fig. 7 and440

Fig. 10. Very similar mass distributions of the Λ∗ reso-441

nances for the Σ±π∓ decay channels can be seen in the442

study of the reaction K−p→ Λ(1520)π0 for the Σ+π−π0
443

and Σ−π+π0 final states by J. Griselin et al. (1975) [16].444

The Λ(1520) events were selected by cutting on445

the MM(K+) distribution in the range from 1.44 to446

1.60 GeV. This cut around the Λ(1520) peak for the data447

is based on the particle data mass range for the Λ(1520)448

and is consistent with the range of the Λ(1520) peak ob-449

tained from our simulation of events for the two decay450

branches.451

5. Dalitz Plots452

The invariant mass (IM) distributions of different453

combinations of the final-state particles for our reaction454
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FIG. 6. Selection of the Σ+ (a) and Σ− (b) in the event distributions by making cuts 1.15 ≤ MM(K+π−) [GeV] ≤ 1.25 and
1.15 ≤MM(K+π+) [GeV] ≤ 1.25, respectively. The cuts are shown by the dashed lines. The two decay branches are analyzed
separately for further analysis.
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FIG. 7. Λ∗ resonances for the Σ+ and Σ− channels are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. The data distributions show the Λ∗

resonances Λ(1405) and Λ(1520). The wider peak around 1.68 GeV is due to higher-mass resonances Λ(1670) and Λ(1690).

were used with the goal of looking for physics back-455

grounds that could contribute to our final state. Plots456

of the decay Λ(1520)→ nπ+π− were studied by investi-457

gating the 2-D correlations of IM(nπ−) vs IM(nπ+) for458

both data and simulation as shown in Fig. 9.459

A remarkable similarity is seen between the data and460

the Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations. Figure 9 shows461

that there are clear bands corresponding to the Σ+ and462

Σ− baryons, with very little overlap at the intersection.463

Events were assigned to only one branch, depending on464

whether the IM was closer to the known mass of the Σ+
465

or Σ− (for both data and MC). Studies using the MC466

show that only about 1% of events were misclassified,467

and the leakage was the same (within statistics) both468

ways.469

The IM(nπ−) vs. IM(nπ+) plots for both the data470

and the simulation showed a region at the intersection471

that did not contribute to the Λ(1520) peak. A diagonal472

cut was made to eliminate these events, which improved473

the signal-to-background ratio.474

B. Simulation475

A GEANT3-based Monte Carlo (MC) [17] was used to476

simulate events for our experiment with the same final-477

state particles. Since, the acceptance of a detector is re-478

action dependent, the simulation for the two-decay chan-479

nels of the Λ(1520), the Σ+π− and Σ−π+, was indepen-480

dently generated for the processes γp → K+Λ(1520) →481

K+Σ+π− → K+π+π−(n) and γp → K+Λ(1520) →482

K+Σ−π+ → K+π+π−(n), respectively.483

The MC event generator was based on the user input484

parameters and settings that include beam position, tar-485

get material, reaction products, decay channels, and the486

t-slope parameter [15]. The differential cross sections can487
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FIG. 8. Model predictions [12] to understand the difference in
the K∗0 background contributions to the decay of Λ∗ into the
two channels, Σ+π− and Σ−π+, shown as dashed and dotted
curves, respectively. The predictions are shown as a function
of Σπ invariant mass, M(Σπ).

be modeled as a function of t-slope by,488

dσ

dt
= σ0e

−bt, (5)489

where dσ
dt is the differential cross section, b is the t-slope490

parameter, and σ0 is the amplitude of the cross section.491

In order to best estimate the b-value for the simulation so492

that it matched our data, different values of b were used493

to generate different sets of Monte-Carlo simulations,494

which were compared with the data distributions versus495

t. As a result, detector acceptance (or efficiency) was cal-496

culated with simulated events using b = 1.5 GeV−2 and497

b = 2.0 GeV−2 for W ≤ 2.85 GeV and W > 2.85 GeV,498

respectively.499

There were multiple triggers set up during the g12 ex-500

periment. The trigger relevant to our reaction is the one501

where events were recorded with three charged particles502

detected in three different sectors of CLAS. Due to the503

complex trigger configuration, the efficiency of the trig-504

ger was studied and accounted for by including it into505

the MC simulation. The same cuts, described previously506

for the data, were also applied for the simulations.507

C. Yield, Acceptance & Luminosity508

1. Kinematic Binning509

The events that made it through the event selection510

procedure, representing the Λ(1520), were sorted into511

bins of center-of-mass (CM) energy (W ) and azimuthal512

angle for the K+ in the CM frame, cos θc.m.K+ . The CM513

energy, W , is a function of photon energy, Eγ , and the514

mass of the proton target, mp.515

Events were also binned in center-of-mass (CM) en-516

ergy, W , and squared four-momentum transfer t. The517
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FIG. 9. The IM(nπ−) vs. IM(nπ+) distribution for data
in (a) and simulation in (b) with the vertical and horizontal
strips reflecting Σ+ and Σ−, respectively are shown.

momentum transfer value is obtained from the Mandel-518

stam t-variable for the reaction γp→ K+Λ(1520),519

t = (Pγ − PK+)2, (6)520

where Pγ and PK+ are the four-momenta of the incident521

photon and the detected K+, respectively.522

For the differential cross sections as a function of523

CM angle, 10 W -bins were taken in the range 2.25 <524

W [GeV]≤ 3.25, each of 100 MeV width. Each W bin525

was studied with cos θc.m.K+ bins of width, ∆cos θc.m.K+ = 0.2,526

−0.9 ≤ cos θc.m.K+ ≤ 0.9. For the cross sections as a func-527

tion of t, nine W -bins were taken in the range 2.25 ≤528

W [GeV]≤ 3.15, each of 100 MeV width, where each W529

bin was studied with various t bins, −2.5 ≤ t[GeV2] ≤530

−0.3 with a width, ∆t = 0.2 [GeV2]. Due to bad photon531

Tagger scintillators, the events with W -values between532

2.55 GeV and 2.6 GeV were omitted so that, the fourth533
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FIG. 10. The yield extract fits for the Λ(1520) peak in the MM(K+) distribution for 2.25 < W [GeV] ≤ 2.35 and 0.5 ≤
cos θc.m.K+ ≤ 0.7 for data in the two decay channels Λ(1520) → Σ+π− and Λ(1520) → Σ−π+, in (a) and (b), respectively
are shown. The sum of the signal fit with a Voigtian function (dashed curve), along with the background estimated with a
polynomial function (dotted curve), gives the total function (solid curve). The yield of the signal events is given by the integral
of the signal fit curve.

W -bin has a 50 MeV width (2.6 < W [GeV]≤ 2.65).534

2. Yield Extraction535

The Λ(1520) peak in the MM(K+) distribution was536

fit with a Gaussian-convoluted non-relativistic Breit-537

Wigner function, known as the Voigtian profile. A538

second-order polynomial function was chosen to estimate539

the smooth background. Figure 10 shows fitting samples540

for a particular kinematic bin. The Voigtian centroid pa-541

rameter limits are set between 1.510 - 1.525 GeV, whereas542

the non-relativistic Breit-Wigner width is limited to 14.6543

- 16.6 MeV. Both parameters are related to mass and full544

width values for the Λ(1520) [3, 18]. The background545

subtracted signal yield Y (W, cos θc.m.K+ or t) was obtained546

by integrating the Voigtian function, as shown above by547

the region within the dashed curve in Fig. 10.548

3. Acceptance549

The accepted number of events out of the total gen-550

erated events, from the MC simulation provide a scale551

factor to correct the number of events in each kine-552

matic bin (W, cos θc.m.K+ or t). Hence, an acceptance value,553

A(W, cos θc.m.K+ or t), was calculated as the ratio of the554

MC events that were accepted to the total generated555

events and is given by556

A(W, cos θc.m.K+ or t) =
Yacc
Ngen

, (7)557

where Yacc is the accepted yield of the simulated events558

and Ngen is the total number of generated events.559

The accepted events distributions were obtained us-560

ing the MC accepted files for both the channels. These561

simulated files underwent a similar treatment to that of562

the data, including the cuts and corrections. Since the563

MC generates only the signal, the accepted event dis-564

tribution was fit using a Voigtian function only. The565

non-relativistic Breit-Wigner width, σL, of the Voigtian566

function was kept fixed (for the MC fits only) at the phys-567

ical width of the Λ(1520), ΓΛ(1520) = 15.6 MeV [3], for568

the fit.569

4. Luminosity570

The luminosity or flux, L(W ), was evaluated as,571

L(W ) =
ρpNAlt
Ap

Nγ(W ), (8)572

where Nγ(W ) is the number of incident photons in a573

given W range, ρp = 0.07114 g/cm3 is the density of574

the proton target, lt = 40 cm is the target length, NA575

is Avogadro’s number, and Ap = 1.00794 g/mol is the576

atomic mass of proton [15].577

V. DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS578

The differential cross sections for the reaction γp →579

K+Λ(1520) were calculated in cos θc.m.K+ bins using580

dσ

d cos θc.m.K+

=
Y (W, cos θc.m.K+ )

τ∆ cos θc.m.K+ A(W, cos θc.m.K+ )L(W )
× γcorr,

(9)581

where Y (W, cos θc.m.K+ ) is the yield value and582

A(W, cos θc.m.K+ ) is the detector acceptance, L(W ) is583
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FIG. 11. Differential cross sections for γp→ K+Λ(1520) are shown as solid circles for 10 center-of-mass energies (W ) between
2.25 ≤ W [GeV] ≤ 3.25 as a function of cos θc.m.K+ . The hollow squares show the previous CLAS results by Moriya et al.
[10]. The theoretical calculations from the model of [12] are shown by the dashed curves. The error bars represent statistical
uncertainties.

the luminosity as a function of the center-of-mass (W )584

energy, and τ accounts for the branching ratio factors.585

The differential cross sections were also obtained as a586

function of t as,587

dσ

dt
=

Y (W, t)

τ∆tA(W, t)L(W )
× γcorr, (10)588

where Y (W, t) is the yield value and A(W, t) is the detec-589

tor acceptance. The kinematic bin widths, ∆ cos θc.m.K+ =590

0.2 and ∆t = 0.2 GeV2/c2, represent the size of each591

cos θc.m.K+ -bin and t-bin, respectively. The photon multi-592

plicity correction factor, γcorr, is 1.03.593

The decay modes of the Λ(1520) include a branching594

ratio factor (b.r.) of 0.42 via the Σπ channel into Σ+π−,595

Σ−π+ or Σ0π0. Using Clebsch-Gordon Coefficients, the596
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FIG. 12. Differential cross sections for γp → K+Λ(1520) are shown as solid circles for 9 center-of-mass energies (W ) between
2.25 ≤ W [GeV] ≤ 3.15 as a function of momentum transfer t. The theoretical calculations from the model of [12] are shown
by the dashed curves. The error bars represent statistical uncertainties.

individual b.r. factor for the Σπ channels comes out to be597

0.14. The Σ+ decays to a n and π+ with a b.r. factor of598

0.48, whereas the Σ− decays to a n and a π− with a b.r. of599

1.0. Hence, the branching ratio used in Eqs. 9 and 10600

for the Λ(1520)→ Σ+π− channel is 0.0672, whereas the601

branching ratio factor used for Λ(1520) → Σ−π+ chan-602

nel is 0.14. The branching ratio factors, τ , were applied603

separately to each decay channel in order to obtain the604

Λ(1520) differential cross sections for each decay mode.605

The differential cross sections for the two branches are606

then averaged to obtain the Λ(1520) differential cross607

sections. The uncertainties were determined by standard608

propagation of errors.609

The differential cross sections as a function of cos θc.m.K+610

are shown in Fig. 11. The figure shows the current analy-611

sis in comparison with previous CLAS results [10] (hollow612

squares). The results by Moriya et al. [10], uses a W bin613

width of 100 MeV and cos θc.m.K+ bin width of 0.1. It can614

be seen that there is good agreement between the differ-615

ential cross sections for the Λ(1520) between this analysis616

and previous CLAS results. The theoretical calculations617

provided by Seung-il Nam are also shown (as the dashed618

curves) in the figure.619

Similarly, the differential cross sections as a function620

of t are shown in Fig. 12. The theoretical calculations621

provided by Seung-il Nam are also shown (as the dashed622

curves) in the figure.623

VI. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES624

The systematic uncertainties for this study were es-625

timated by making variations on the different cuts and626

taking the average relative difference in the final result.627

Hence, the systematic uncertainty is understood as the628

TABLE I. Summary of the systematic uncertainties calculated
in this analysis.

Source Uncertainty
t-slope dependence 0.78%
Timing cut 4.11%
Minimum |p| cut 0.20%
z-vertex cut 1.28%
Fiducial cut 3.13%
Background function 2.07%
Signal integral range 0.43%
Flux consistency/luminosity [15] 5.70%
Sector-by-sector [15] 5.90%
Target [15] 0.50%
Total Systematic Uncertainty 10.05%
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shift of the average of the relative differences from zero;629

zero being no net change in the result after a variation.630

The variation in the parameters was done by observing631

the data and making an estimate of what range is a rea-632

sonable choice for each systematic uncertainty. For in-633

stance, a first-order polynomial function was taken as a634

variation to the nominal choice of second-order polyno-635

mial function for estimating the background. Similarly,636

tighter fiducial boundaries on the active region of the637

detector were used as a deviation from the normal cut638

on those boundaries to determine the uncertainty due to639

the fiducial cut. Similar variations are used for the other640

parameters.641

The systematic uncertainties for this analysis, both642

general and specific, are summarized in Table I. The gen-643

eral systematic uncertainties that refer to the uncertain-644

ties due to the g12 run conditions, for instances, flux645

consistency/luminosity, sector-by-sector, and target, are646

outlined in [15]. For instance, the sector-by-sector uncer-647

tainty is computed by the deviation of the acceptance-648

corrected yields in each sector of the CLAS detector649

[14] from the average acceptance-corrected yield of all650

six sectors. Similarly, the uncertainty from the target651

accounts for the variations of the pressure and temper-652

ature throughout the g12 data-taking period. The re-653

action specific uncertainties that depend on the analysis654

process, cuts, and corrections performed during the study655

are also reported. Each of the systematic effects has its656

contribution to the total systematic uncertainty of this657

analysis. The total systematic uncertainty of 10.05% is658

calculated by the sum in quadrature of all systematic un-659

certainties, assuming that they are independent of each660

other.661

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS662

As seen in Figs. 11 and 12, the model calculations by663

Nam are in good agreement with our experimental re-664

sults. The theory calculations, represented by dashed665

curves, are the numerical results without the N∗ contri-666

bution, and conserve gauge invariance [12]. The calcula-667

tions with the N∗ contribution (not shown in Figs 11668

and 12) indicate that the N∗ contribution in the s-669

channel process is very small [12], and only slightly670

changes the calculation in the first W bin. This is be-671

cause only N∗ resonances with mass below 2.2 GeV are672

included in such calculations. For the u-channel, where673

there is intermediate Λ∗ exchange, such an approach is674

not needed to explain the experimental data as it does675

not significantly contribute to the calculation due to the676

small coupling constant of the proton-hyperon vertex.677

Consequently, even for the higher-energy region up to678

W = 3.2 GeV, the present simple Born model guided by679

gauge invariance, which is represented by the inclusion680

of the contact-term contribution and appropriate form681

factor prescription to conserve gauge invariance in terms682

of the Rarita-Schwinger formalism, can describe the data683

qualitatively well. In this sense, from a theoretical point684

of view, gauge invariance is a powerful guide to under-685

stand the electromagnetic (EM) coupling of the produc-686

tion of spin-3/2 baryons. The introduction of the contact687

term simply conserves gauge invariance in the photon-688

nucleon infinitesimal point interaction scenario.689

The theory calculations modeled with a K-exchange690

diagram, as shown in Fig. 1, qualitatively reproduce691

the data without Regge, K∗, and hyperon resonances.692

Hence, we can conclude that the simplest theoretical693

model with a pseudoscalar K-meson exchange, assuming694

t-channel dominance, is sufficient to explain the broad695

features of our data, without the need for the inclusion696

of other reaction processes.697

The slight increases above the theory observed in the698

data in the backward scattering region could be improved699

by the inclusion of hyperon resonances in the u-channel,700

although the theoretical uncertainties, such as the EM701

transition couplings between the hyperons, are consid-702

erable for the u-channel. Also, some small deviations703

of the model compared to the data at forward angles704

for W > 2.7 GeV, may need more sophisticated theo-705

retical approaches. One can think that these differences706

could be explained by higher-spin N∗ resonances and the707

Regge trajectories. Although not shown here, a more de-708

tailed theoretical study [12] has concluded that the K∗-709

N -Λ(1520) coupling must be very small in order to re-710

produce the data.711

Even though the theoretical calculations are adequate712

to explain the broad behavior of the experimental cross713

sections, we can say that there is an indication that at714

higher W there is a possibility for K∗ exchange or a possi-715

ble interference of a K∗-exchange with the K-exchange.716

These future improvements may introduce a small cor-717

rection to the theoretical predictions. Hence, this study718

can contribute to a better understanding of the Λ(1520)719

using higher-energy photoproduction data.720

Although our results do not show any evidence for721

higher-mass N∗ resonances decaying to the K+Λ(1520)722

final state, the lack of such evidence is useful in itself.723

One question that has surrounded the “missing reso-724

nances” problem is whether an N∗ could have a strong725

preference to decay into strangeness channels. For ex-726

ample, there is some evidence from photoproduction of727

K∗+Λ that a few higher-mass N∗ states have a significant728

decay branch to that final state [19]. The present results729

indicate that these same higher-mass N∗ states, if con-730

firmed, do not contribute to the K+Λ(1520) final state.731

The lack of N∗ states contributing in the s-channel to732

the current cross sections is a constraint on the branching733

ratios of possible higher-mass N∗ states. Further explo-734

ration of the “missing resonances” at higher mass would735

be better done using either the K∗Λ or the γp→ π+π−p736

reaction [6]. A systematic study of the latter reaction, us-737

ing virtual photons, is being carried out with the CLAS12738

detector [20] (an upgrade of the CLAS detector) at Jef-739

ferson Lab and also at other facilities.740
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Appendix A: Data Table757

TABLE II: Differential cross sections for γp→ K+Λ(1520), as a function
of CM angle. The uncertainties represent only the statistical contribu-
tions.

W [GeV] cos θc.m.K+ dσ/d cos θc.m.K+ [µb]
(2.25, 2.35) (−0.9, −0.7) 0.128 ± 0.031
(2.25, 2.35) (−0.7, −0.5) 0.211 ± 0.021
(2.25, 2.35) (−0.5, −0.3) 0.103 ± 0.014
(2.25, 2.35) (−0.3, −0.1) 0.145 ± 0.012
(2.25, 2.35) (−0.1, 0.1) 0.203 ± 0.013
(2.25, 2.35) (0.1, 0.3) 0.398 ± 0.020
(2.25, 2.35) (0.3, 0.5) 0.534 ± 0.022
(2.25, 2.35) (0.5, 0.7) 0.618 ± 0.024
(2.25, 2.35) (0.7, 0.9) 0.833 ± 0.033
(2.35, 2.45) (−0.9, −0.7) 0.081 ± 0.015
(2.35, 2.45) (−0.7, −0.5) 0.089 ± 0.030
(2.35, 2.45) (−0.5, −0.3) 0.096 ± 0.009
(2.35, 2.45) (−0.3, −0.1) 0.079 ± 0.008
(2.35, 2.45) (−0.1, 0.1) 0.156 ± 0.010
(2.35, 2.45) (0.1, 0.3) 0.247 ± 0.013
(2.35, 2.45) (0.3, 0.5) 0.443 ± 0.019
(2.35, 2.45) (0.5, 0.7) 0.693 ± 0.027
(2.35, 2.45) (0.7, 0.9) 0.739 ± 0.030
(2.45, 2.55) (−0.9, −0.7) 0.106 ± 0.020
(2.45, 2.55) (−0.7, −0.5) 0.062 ± 0.011
(2.45, 2.55) (−0.5, −0.3) 0.061 ± 0.008
(2.45, 2.55) (−0.3, −0.1) 0.074 ± 0.008
(2.45, 2.55) (−0.1, 0.1) 0.087 ± 0.007
(2.45, 2.55) (0.1, 0.3) 0.208 ± 0.012
(2.45, 2.55) (0.3, 0.5) 0.327 ± 0.013
(2.45, 2.55) (0.5, 0.7) 0.562 ± 0.020
(2.45, 2.55) (0.7, 0.9) 1.015 ± 0.037
(2.60, 2.65) (−0.5, −0.3) 0.022 ± 0.010
(2.60, 2.65) (−0.3, −0.1) 0.017 ± 0.006
(2.60, 2.65) (−0.1, 0.1) 0.050 ± 0.009
(2.60, 2.65) (0.1, 0.3) 0.079 ± 0.009
(2.60, 2.65) (0.3, 0.5) 0.199 ± 0.016
(2.60, 2.65) (0.5, 0.7) 0.417 ± 0.023
(2.60, 2.65) (0.7, 0.9) 0.941 ± 0.049
(2.65, 2.75) (−0.5, −0.3) 0.016 ± 0.004
(2.65, 2.75) (−0.3, −0.1) 0.015 ± 0.005
(2.65, 2.75) (−0.1, 0.1) 0.049 ± 0.005
(2.65, 2.75) (0.1, 0.3) 0.081 ± 0.008
(2.65, 2.75) (0.3, 0.5) 0.185 ± 0.011
(2.65, 2.75) (0.5, 0.7) 0.445 ± 0.013
(2.65, 2.75) (0.7, 0.9) 0.934 ± 0.038
(2.75, 2.85) (−0.7, −0.5) 0.036 ± 0.007
(2.75, 2.85) (−0.5, −0.3) 0.027 ± 0.004
(2.75, 2.85) (−0.1, 0.1) 0.019 ± 0.003
(2.75, 2.85) (0.1, 0.3) 0.062 ± 0.006
(2.75, 2.85) (0.3, 0.5) 0.181 ± 0.010
(2.75, 2.85) (0.5, 0.7) 0.464 ± 0.020
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Table II Continued..

W [GeV] cos θc.m.K+ dσ/d cos θc.m.K+ [µb]
(2.75, 2.85) (0.7, 0.9) 1.103 ± 0.043
(2.85, 2.95) (−0.3, −0.1) 0.029 ± 0.005
(2.85, 2.95) (−0.1, 0.1) 0.020 ± 0.004
(2.85, 2.95) (0.1, 0.3) 0.047 ± 0.006
(2.85, 2.95) (0.3, 0.5) 0.139 ± 0.009
(2.85, 2.95) (0.5, 0.7) 0.436 ± 0.021
(2.85, 2.95) (0.7, 0.9) 1.171 ± 0.049
(2.95, 3.05) (0.1, 0.3) 0.021 ± 0.004
(2.95, 3.05) (0.3, 0.5) 0.048 ± 0.008
(2.95, 3.05) (0.5, 0.7) 0.494 ± 0.025
(2.95, 3.05) (0.7, 0.9) 0.830 ± 0.049
(3.05, 3.15) (0.3, 0.5) 0.044 ± 0.007
(3.05, 3.15) (0.5, 0.7) 0.326 ± 0.022
(3.05, 3.15) (0.7, 0.9) 1.086 ± 0.056
(3.15, 3.25) (0.5, 0.7) 0.081 ± 0.011
(3.15, 3.25) (0.7, 0.9) 0.592 ± 0.055

TABLE III: Differential cross sections for γp→ K+Λ(1520) as a function
of t. The uncertainties represent only the statistical contributions.

W [GeV] t [GeV2] dσ/dt [µb/GeV2]
(2.25, 2.35) (−1.9, −1.7) 0.164 ± 0.025
(2.25, 2.35) (−1.7, −1.5) 0.076 ± 0.011
(2.25, 2.35) (−1.5, −1.3) 0.213 ± 0.016
(2.25, 2.35) (−1.3, −1.1) 0.198 ± 0.015
(2.25, 2.35) (−1.1, −0.9) 0.314 ± 0.017
(2.25, 2.35) (−0.9, −0.7) 0.448 ± 0.019
(2.25, 2.35) (−0.7, −0.5) 0.640 ± 0.023
(2.25, 2.35) (−0.5, −0.3) 0.735 ± 0.028
(2.35, 2.45) (−2.3, −2.1) 0.070 ± 0.011
(2.35, 2.45) (−2.1, −1.9) 0.084 ± 0.010
(2.35, 2.45) (−1.9, −1.7) 0.077 ± 0.010
(2.35, 2.45) (−1.7, −1.5) 0.084 ± 0.010
(2.35, 2.45) (−1.5, −1.3) 0.091 ± 0.009
(2.35, 2.45) (−1.3, −1.1) 0.161 ± 0.010
(2.35, 2.45) (−1.1, −0.9) 0.251 ± 0.013
(2.35, 2.45) (−0.9, −0.7) 0.359 ± 0.016
(2.35, 2.45) (−0.7, −0.5) 0.524 ± 0.022
(2.35, 2.45) (−0.5, −0.3) 0.594 ± 0.025
(2.45, 2.55) (−2.7, −2.5) 0.036 ± 0.011
(2.45, 2.55) (−2.5, −2.3) 0.040 ± 0.007
(2.45, 2.55) (−2.3, −2.1) 0.049 ± 0.006
(2.45, 2.55) (−2.1, −1.9) 0.032 ± 0.006
(2.45, 2.55) (−1.9, −1.7) 0.060 ± 0.007
(2.45, 2.55) (−1.7, −1.5) 0.055 ± 0.007
(2.45, 2.55) (−1.5, −1.3) 0.091 ± 0.007
(2.45, 2.55) (−1.3, −1.1) 0.140 ± 0.008
(2.45, 2.55) (−1.1, −0.9) 0.232 ± 0.011
(2.45, 2.55) (−0.9, −0.7) 0.316 ± 0.013
(2.45, 2.55) (−0.7, −0.5) 0.430 ± 0.017
(2.45, 2.55) (−0.5, −0.3) 0.705 ± 0.030
(2.60, 2.65) (−1.9, −1.7) 0.013 ± 0.007
(2.60, 2.65) (−1.7, −1.5) 0.046 ± 0.011
(2.60, 2.65) (−1.5, −1.3) 0.060 ± 0.009
(2.60, 2.65) (−1.3, −1.1) 0.067 ± 0.008
(2.60, 2.65) (−1.1, −0.9) 0.125 ± 0.013
(2.60, 2.65) (−0.9, −0.7) 0.194 ± 0.017
(2.60, 2.65) (−0.7, −0.5) 0.342 ± 0.024
(2.60, 2.65) (−0.5, −0.3) 0.417 ± 0.033
(2.65, 2.75) (−2.3, −2.1) 0.013 ± 0.003
(2.65, 2.75) (−2.1, −1.9) 0.010 ± 0.003
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Table III Continued..

W [GeV] t [GeV2] dσ/dt [µb/GeV2]
(2.65, 2.75) (−1.9, −1.7) 0.055 ± 0.006
(2.65, 2.75) (−1.7, −1.5) 0.043 ± 0.005
(2.65, 2.75) (−1.5, −1.3) 0.080 ± 0.006
(2.65, 2.75) (−1.3, −1.1) 0.089 ± 0.008
(2.65, 2.75) (−1.1, −0.9) 0.140 ± 0.009
(2.65, 2.75) (−0.9, −0.7) 0.220 ± 0.012
(2.65, 2.75) (−0.7, −0.5) 0.377 ± 0.021
(2.65, 2.75) (−0.5, −0.3) 0.386 ± 0.024
(2.75, 2.85) (−2.3, −2.1) 0.008 ± 0.004
(2.75, 2.85) (−2.1, −1.9) 0.011 ± 0.003
(2.75, 2.85) (−1.9, −1.7) 0.023 ± 0.003
(2.75, 2.85) (−1.7, −1.5) 0.035 ± 0.004
(2.75, 2.85) (−1.5, −1.3) 0.054 ± 0.005
(2.75, 2.85) (−1.3, −1.1) 0.098 ± 0.008
(2.75, 2.85) (−1.1, −0.9) 0.175 ± 0.011
(2.75, 2.85) (−0.9, −0.7) 0.341 ± 0.017
(2.75, 2.85) (−0.7, −0.5) 0.473 ± 0.023
(2.75, 2.85) (−0.5, −0.3) 0.450 ± 0.027
(2.85, 2.95) (−2.3, −2.1) 0.006 ± 0.003
(2.85, 2.95) (−2.1, −1.9) 0.010 ± 0.004
(2.85, 2.95) (−1.9, −1.7) 0.013 ± 0.003
(2.85, 2.95) (−1.7, −1.5) 0.033 ± 0.005
(2.85, 2.95) (−1.5, −1.3) 0.034 ± 0.003
(2.85, 2.95) (−1.3, −1.1) 0.083 ± 0.008
(2.85, 2.95) (−1.1, −0.9) 0.164 ± 0.012
(2.85, 2.95) (−0.9, −0.7) 0.342 ± 0.019
(2.85, 2.95) (−0.7, −0.5) 0.421 ± 0.022
(2.85, 2.95) (−0.5, −0.3) 0.398 ± 0.034
(2.95, 3.05) (−1.9, −1.7) 0.010 ± 0.004
(2.95, 3.05) (−1.7, −1.5) 0.011 ± 0.005
(2.95, 3.05) (−1.5, −1.3) 0.042 ± 0.006
(2.95, 3.05) (−1.3, −1.1) 0.119 ± 0.010
(2.95, 3.05) (−1.1, −0.9) 0.125 ± 0.016
(2.95, 3.05) (−0.9, −0.7) 0.157 ± 0.018
(2.95, 3.05) (−0.7, −0.5) 0.219 ± 0.023
(2.95, 3.05) (−0.5, −0.3) 0.209 ± 0.030
(3.05, 3.15) (−1.7, −1.5) 0.018 ± 0.006
(3.05, 3.15) (−1.5, −1.3) 0.009 ± 0.002
(3.05, 3.15) (−1.3, −1.1) 0.091 ± 0.013
(3.05, 3.15) (−1.1, −0.9) 0.057 ± 0.013
(3.05, 3.15) (−0.9, −0.7) 0.228 ± 0.019
(3.05, 3.15) (−0.7, −0.5) 0.157 ± 0.017
(3.05, 3.15) (−0.5, −0.3) 0.345 ± 0.038
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